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Deep Space Habitat Studies
Advanced Explorations Systems Program
Studies – Technical Papers – Concept Demonstrators
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Configurations
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Skylab II
Pallet Mockups
• Habitation testing concepts at ISS
– Human research & technology 
demonstrations
• Deep Space Habitats in the Lunar Vicinity 
– Asteroid Retrieval Mission support
– Mars vehicle assembly & habitat servicing 
support
– International & commercial interest 
including lunar mission support
	
Habitation Missions
Moving from Low Earth Orbit to Deep Space
• Mars transfer habitat concepts
– Launch vehicle payload integration 
analysis
– Mass & volume studies
– Interior configurations, outfitting, and 
human factors studies
Mars
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SLS Integration
Co-manifested & Primary Payload Configurations
• Co-manifested payload 
configurations
– 4.5m ISS diameter 
• 5 rack-bay length
• Outfitting flights required
– 5.5m diameter
• 2 deck level layout
• Outfitting flights required
• Primary payload 
configurations
– 8.4m SLS diameter
• Standard barrel section 
lengths
• 3 deck level layout
SLS Co-manifested Habitat 
Payload Configurations
SLS Habitat Payload 
Configurations
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ISS & SLS Derived Concepts
Deep Space Habitats for the Lunar Vicinity
	
	
ISS Node & MPLM’s* ISS HAB & MPLM*
SLS-Class Minimum Capability Habitat* SLS-Class Full Capability Habitat*
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*Smitherman, D., B. Griffin, “Habitat Concepts for Deep Space Exploration,” AIAA Space 2014, Paper No. 4477, San Diego, CA, Au gust 2014. 
Mass & Volume Comparison
Deep Space Habitats in the Lunar Vicinity
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Mass & Volume Comparison*
*Smitherman, D., B. Griffin, “Habitat Concepts for Deep Space Exploration,” AIAA Space 2014, Paper No. 4477, San Diego, CA, Au gust 2014. 
Mass & Volume Comparisons
Deep Space Habitats for Mars Transit Vehicles
3 Small ISS Diameter Modules
1 Large Diameter Module
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Total mass decreases as 
number of modules is 
reduced and module volume 
is increased
Mass & Volume Comparison**
2 Medium Diameter Modules
**Data planned for publications at AIAA Space 2015
Interior Outfitting
Skylab & ISS
Skylab: Large diameter, vertically oriented layout.
ISS: Small diameter, horizontally oriented 
layout
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• Deep Space Habitats
– Lunar vicinity
• Crew tended operations
• Limited resupply
• Multi-mission support
– Mars missions
• Crew maintenance & repair
• No resupply
• Refurbishment
Habitat Support Systems
ISS vs. other approaches
ISS Rack 
System
Floor / Ceiling Pallet System Wall Pallet System
ISS Diameter Modules Large Diameter Modules
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